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Street Chic
After years of hunting down
unique jewelry for herself,
Susie Fox decided she was on
to something. “I would get
stopped on the street to have a
bracelet purchased right off
my wrist,” says Fox. In 2005, the
Atherton designer launched
her eponymous custom collection,
and her first trunk show in
Woodside ended without a single
bauble left. Continuing to sell by
private appointment only, Fox
attributes the ethnic flavor of
her collection (gorgeous emeralds
from South America and African
antique ivory) to a childhood spent
with antiques dealer parents in
vintage shops and auction houses
around the world. From $600$50,000; susiefox.net. A.S.

Los Angeles

BEYOND BARBIE
The Valley of the Dolls brings Japanese sensations
like Blythe and Pullip to fanatic L.A. collectors.
But one doesn’t have to be a doll enthusiast to
appreciate the doe-eyed beauties sporting
runwayesque styles. thevalleyofthedolls.com. A.S.

Los Angeles

design exploration
Now on L.A.’s Third Street, Krislyn
Design’s new airy space houses
curiosities, custom furniture and
lighting, plus an inspired collection
of books alongside the company’s
signature organic pieces and
floral fantasies. krislyndesign.com. A.S.

Los Angeles

“When I was five, I got my first dirt bike. And 50 feet later, I got my first stitches,
but I’ve been hooked on motorcycles ever since,” says Derringer Cycles owner
and designer Adrian Van Anz, who builds the shop’s eye-catching two-wheelers
completely by hand. Retailing around $3,500, a Derringer includes the new
4 Stroke Honda Engine, a multitude of color options, a coordinating vintageinspired helmet and a monogrammed gas cap. Van Anz, who also owns the
popular customized tech company AVA Computers, encourages collaboration with
his customers on the design of their bike. And it doesn’t hurt that he promotes
green transport. “Customers look at my bikes and think vintage, sexy and
fun—then I say, ‘It also gets 150 mpg.’” derringercycles.com. VICTORIA NAMKUNG
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